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DESKTOP & OFFICE

BALLPEN & SCREEN CLEANER
THE TRIANGLE

PAGE MARKERS IN A SLIP CASESMART CUBE

NOTE SCULPTURE

This colourful and 
useful desktop tidy 
is packed full of office 
goodies. With everything 
in one place you will never 
be looking for a pen again. Just tap and unwrap.

A pen and a screen cleaner in 
one. The handy case will look 
neat and tidy on your desk.

This is a perfect promotional gift idea. 
Get your brand noticed with these
                      useful page markers.

This clever desktop cube folds 
out to give a multitude of 

storage and office solutions. We  
think it really is smart.

Add some art to your working 
space with this unique note 

pad. Personalise and add your 
company logo.

Desktop and office items are always a firm favourite if you are 
looking for an interesting promotional gift. Here is a selection of 
our newest products.
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BOXING GLOVE PEN HOLDER

MILK CARTON PEN HOLDER

MEDICINE PEN HOLDER

DOCTOR’S COAT PEN HOLDER

PAPER BOX PEN HOLDER

Pen holders shaped as boxing 
gloves. These pen holders are very 

versatile, a great accessory for 
college, school, office, home study, 

bedroom or kitchen, and can be 
used anywhere in the home.

Thirsty? This pen holder shaped as a 
milk carton can be personalised with 

your company details.

Want something different? 
Try our pen holder shaped as 

medicine pots. 

Add a fun touch to your desk with 
this doctor’s coat pen holder!

Don’t waste time searching for those regularly used but small and 
fiddly stationery items again! This desk tidy and pen holder keeps 

them all in one handy place.
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DRINK PRODUCTS

BIO TEA STICKS CAN PROTECTORS

FIX MUG

A new way to drink tea, these 
sachets look great with your 

own company branding.

A clever way to protect 
canned drinks. The handy cap  

keeps out insects.

SILICONE WINE CAPS
A colourful way to store the 

contents of open bottles. Add 
your logo to the top.

A unique drinking cup with a 
vacuum base so that it can’t 

fall over.

We have some exciting new drink products that can be 
personalised and branded with your own company image. 

 This self heating drink comes in a 
range of flavours and is ready to 

drink in just three minutes.

INSTANT HOT DRINK
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This spill-proof bottle makes it easy to stay 
hydrated on the go. Screw cap or flip valve 

provides faster flow and enhanced durability.

Get recognised and personalise you water 
bottles with a full wrap of your chosen design.

High quality durable porcelain with a fixed heat 
protective silicone cover, no need to remove for 

Microwave & dishwasher safe

DRINKING BOTTLES

BRANDED BOTTLES

PORCELAIN CUPS WITH A 
SILICONE PROTECTOR

33CL BOTTLED WATER

ROUND WATER BOTTLE

Differentiate your water bottles 
with our new shapes.

A funky round bottle
of natural spring water,

with 360° surface of 
branding possibilities. 
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MINTS & SWEETS

MINT POT DISPENSER

POPCORN IN A JAR

SWEETS WITH LOGO TALL SWEET TUBPEARL TUBES

SLIDE SWEET BOX

A handy mint dispenser 
branded with your logo.

Popcorn with a difference. This 
brightly coloured snack comes 
in a range of wonderful flavours 

such as Apple & Lemon,
Indian Spice and White 

Chocolate Orange.

Help your business or brand 
stand out from the crowd and 
create a lasting impact with 

personalised sweets: a unique 
and highly effective

marketing tool.

Create a buzz with 
these versatile mini 

sweet tubs.

Neat clear tubes 
with edible mint 

pearls inside, 
minuscule in size.

For perfect product placement you  
can now add your own company 

label to a tub of Pringles. 
This handy little sliding box has 
lots of external space to add 
your company branding to.

Can be filled with your choice 
of mints or sweets.

LONG OVAL SWEET TIN
A sweet tin that can be used 

long after the sweets are gone.
Brand with your logo.

A full range of mint and sweet dispensers are always a hit with 
customers. Choose from sliding tins to tic tac type boxes. They 
are a proven way to reach out and promote your brand.
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TIK TAK BOX

PUSH BUTTON SWEET CARD

PAPER MINTS

TEETH BLISTER PACK MINTS

CUSTOM SHAPED MINTS

Keep it fresh with a personalised 
box full of tik tak’s in 

various flavours.

Want to brighten up someone’s 
day? Send your clients this 

unique card with sweets, can 
be personalised to suit your 

client base.

Keep breath smelling sweet 
with these paper mints that 

dissolve on the tongue.

Get recognised with this unique packaging of 
mints, can be personalised with your 

company logo.

Custom-shaped mints offer 
a fresh solution for your next 

promotional campaign! 
Personalized mint dispensers 
and logo wrapped mints are 

a hygienic and breath-friendly 
way to distribute and promote 

your brand message

MINTS & SWEETS
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COFFEE TIME...

SPINNING MUG MUG WITH A WRITING SURFACE
A novelty mug with a fun 

spinning character. Can be 
personalised with your own 

shaped product or logo.

A fun way to remember notes 
and leave messages with 

this clever mug.

A textured surface gives this cup an 
edge over all others. Sure to create a 

stir and not just with the teaspoon.

Metallic gloss finish will gleam as 
light reflects from its surface.

COLOUR CHANGE MUG
Watch the logo change colour as 
the mug is filled with a hot liquid. 
A fun interactive way to get your 

company message across. 

BEFORE

AFTER

CROCODILE SKIN MUG

Everyone has a mug so why not be different. Over a 
hundred designs to choose from. Here is a small selection 
of the more unusual ones.

NANOMETAL MUG

FELT COVERED CUP
Perfect for anyone that enjoys 
grass based sports. This touchy 
feely felt printed cup will be a 

great talking point.

YOUR LOGO
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FOR A RAINY DAY...

HOCKEY UMBRELLA

WALKING STICK UMBRELLA
Functional and stylish these fab umbrellas add an edge to rain 
protection. In a variety of different shapes you are certain to 

be noticed and make any rainy day more cheerful.

Bright and bold describes the 
hockey umbrella. A great 

statement piece.

Versatile and stylish this smart 
umbrella has a dual purpose.

Make a big heartfelt 
statement with this 

bright eye-catching 
heart shaped umbrella.

Our range of innovative and inspired umbrellas push the 
boundaries of the traditional umbrella. Turn rainy days into 
bright and colourful ones and you will be singing in the rain.

HEART UMBRELLA

SHAPED UMBRELLA

Stylish square handle
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The tube umbrella is a very practical 
solution for storing a wet umbrella. The 

handle is also the case and can be 
fully customised with your own design.

Stay dry for longer!
By putting this inverted umbrella down 

once inside, avoiding damage by 
strong gusts of wind. All you need to 

do is pull it up, instead of pulling it 
down, as is the case with a 

normal umbrella.

TUBE UMBRELLA

INVERTED UMBRELLA

FRUIT UMBRELLA
And we don’t just mean the 

colour. These fruity little numbers 
will add a zesty zing to wet and 
wild days. Other fruits available.



BUBBLE BAGS

BUBBLE WINE BAG

BUBBLE BAGS WIDE

BUBBLE BAG SLIM

BUBBLE HAND BAGS

TALL BUBBLE BAG

LARGE BUBBLE BAG

This bubble bag can contain 
a couple of bottles of wine. A 
stylish way to protect your gift.

Useful gift bags that offer 
protection together with a 

creative twist.

Or simply use it as a handbag. 
A great talking point.

An ideal bag to present a wine 
gift in. Add your personalised 
message and company logo.

A great way to gift wine. An 
innovative yet fun statement.

Looking for something creative, innovative and original? Our 
new range of bubble bags tick every box. They look fab and 
with their protective material are functional too.
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TAKE NOTE...

NOTEPAD CONTAINER LORRY NOTEPADS

PRINTED NOTEBOOKS

PRINTED RING BINDER

A novelty notepad perfect for 
logistic and airline companies.

These ring binders are both 
modern and stylish. The 

chunky binding feature adds 
impact and an instant 

wow factor.
Both the binding loops and 
cover can be printed with 

your design.

A multi-purpose note taking 
medley of ways to remember 

your work tasks.

These stylish notebooks come with a 
range of cover binding options. Allowing 
a full surface area for printing, including 

the paper edges, you can maximise your 
company exposure.

A lorry shaped note dispenser that will 
keep your work flow in the fast lane.

Get a summer feeling with 
these fun flip flop shaped 

message pads.

When it comes to paper, we can produce just about any 
shape or style, for any purpose and using every printing and 
finishing method known to man! Below are just a few ideas.
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OFFICE DAYS

DESK TIDY

MOBILE PHONE HOLDER TAPE HOLDER

TAPE HOLDER

NOTE TAGHOLDER

INFRARED LASER KEYBOARD

STICKY POWER BANK

A creative way to store your 
desk items. It will inspire you to 
keep your desk neat and tidy.

Cute desk top ideas for storing 
your office items. Choose from 

mobile phone holders, tape 
and note dispensers. A fun 
way to keep your desk tidy.

Turn your phone or iPad 
into a computer with 
this virtual keyboard 

projected on any 
flat surface. Great in        

the dark too.

Always have a charger on 
hand with this nifty solution.

Useful, fun and creatively brilliant desktop items and 
office supplies that can be personalised and branded.

NOVELTY HIGHLIGHTERS
A great novelty idea to 

promote your company. 
The nail varnish is perfect 
for cosmetic and beauty 

companies while the 
light bulb is ideal for 

electrical based firms.
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Touch tip

Screwdriver

Spirit level

Ruler / Scale

Ballpen Workman Tool Pen

RECYCLED LEATHER AND 
PEN NOTEBOOKS

A5 ORGANISER FOLDER WITH POWER BANK

ORGANISER / DIARIES

FLAG LABEL PENCIL

Workman balance tool style 
pen, with blue ink, level & 

measure units, touch tip, slot 
and Phillips bit screwdriver. 
Comes in various colours.

An environmentally friendly 
choice, our recycled 

leather notebook uses the 
highest quality composition 

of leather off-cuts – 85% 
leather (diverted from 

landfill) and re-textured 
to provide an interesting 
leather grained surface. 

Comes with a pen.

Keep organised with this A5 folder, comes with 
power bank, five card holders and a elastic 

strip for your earphones.

Whether it’s used to mange home, work, study 
or a combination of all three things, it’s a 

personal nudge to remember to focus on the 
things that can be controlled.

With a choice of various colours, personalise 
the flag with your company logo.
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USEFUL ITEMS

CAR CHARGER

SEALED DRINKS CAN

FOLDABLE TRAY/ PLACE MAT

DOOR HANGERS

Never be caught out again 
with this handy twistable USB 
car charger that can be kept 

on your keys.

A stylish tray that can be used flat as a 
place mat as well as a handy way to 
carry items. Customise with your own 

design. Great for hotels, restaurants and 
office breakout areas.

This sealable drinks can
 can be personalised and 
filled with contents of your 

own choice.

Get your message across with 
these unique felt door hangers.

We have a collection of useful and handy products that will 
make you wonder how you ever managed without them.
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INSTANT MUD GUARD

Adheres easily onto 
your bike, this innovative 

gadget protects you from 
mud and water splashes.

SMARTPHONE PEN

Multi - purpose pen. Can 
be used on a IPad, IPhone, 
or Smart phone. Prevents 

scratches / finger marks on 
the screen and, can be used 
as a pen or a phone holder. 
Makes it so simple to type on 
your phone. Made from high 
quality material. Compact 

and light weight design.



PLASTIC FESTIVAL FOOT

CALENDAR BLOCKS

Protect your shoes from the 
weather with these plastic boots.

Never forget what day it is again 
with theses fun and unique 

calendar blocks.

USEFUL ITEMS

CARD HOLDER
Do you find yourself misplacing 
things? Look no further, with this 
card holder you will be sure to 

never misplace anything again.

POWER BANK AND HOLDER
The real zest of this power bank is its unusual design. Compact 
and functional assistant will definitely please your colleague or 
customers. Your company logo can be applied to the metal or 

PVC surface.
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Wake up to this modern LED 

wooden clock



Let clients tune into your brand with 
this iconic mobile accessory!

Both fun, and practical, the Rubik’s 
Bluetooth Speaker plays your favorite 
tune on the go, all the while catching 
looks and associating your brand to 
values of creativity, success, smarts, 

problem-solving…!

Let clients Build and Play with your 
brand! This customisable mobile cable 

set will wraps around your key-ring 
and help you to charge/connect your 

phone anywhere you are!

A neat way to keep pens tidy with 
this playful collection of a pen pot, 
long pen, brick pen and highlighter 

that snap together to create a unique 
customer-designed desktop stationery 

set every time.

Allows the customer’s video 
experiences of your brand to continue 

to your website.
Our Video-in-print solution can be 

customized into different formats and 
accommodate different video screen 
sizes depending on your requirements.

RUBIK’S BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

OFFICE BLOCKS - MOBILE KEYCHAIN

4 IN 1 PEN POT STATIONERY

VIDEO IN PRINT
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SENSE IT

SCENTED WRIST BANDS

SCENTED PRODUCTS

SEED CARD AROMA CARDS

LONG SEED CARDS

Appeal to the senses with 
these scented bands and 

create a lasting impression.

We have a full range of scented products that can add 
a new sensory appeal to your promotional gifts. They 
can be used as car air freshners, gift  tags, keyrings. 

In fact the choice is endless. Almost as endless as the 
fragrances you can choose from too.

A great mailing idea. Say thank 
you with a seed card. Place in 

earth and watch it grow.

Really get the attention of your 
target audience with our range 

of scratch and sniff cards.

The environmentally 
friendly leaflet/ bookmark/ 

thank you card.
Plant it when you are 
finished and create 

a mini garden.

These items have only just been launched and we think they 
will be a big hit with our promotional gift range.
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ECOLOGICAL PENCIL
3 piece ecological pencil set 

with wooden lead pencils. 
Pencils containing mint, 

tomato and spinach seeds.



LETS PLAY...

PING PONG TABLE TABLE FOOTBALL CAMPER VAN

Great for indoor fun, this mini 
table tennis table is perfect for 

the home and office.
It can be disassembled and 
stored away even in small 

spaces at any time.

AFFORDABLE, FUN 
&  

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

The world’s first environmentally 
friendly table football game for 

guaranteed sustainable fun. Made 
entirely of corrugated paper and 
cardboard. Lightweight and easy 

to pack away.

Go travelling, play  at camping, 
sell ice-cream, set up a 

puppet theatre or, have a little 
lunchtime nap in the play cave.

Ideal for young audiences.

These creative recreational products made out of strong 
cardboard offer a unique twist on traditional game play. 
Lightweight and easily portable, enjoy games on the go or 
at exhibitions and conferences.
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VIRTUAL REALITY

A fun way to advertise your company 
and create a talking point with your 

customers. Easy to put together. Watch 
virtual reality or 3D video on the small 

screen but with a big screen feel.

Fully customisable and with lots 
of ways to get your branding and 

company message across.

Flat packed for easy mailing, the 
virtual reality viewer allows you to see 
images and movies on your phone in 
a whole new panoramic perspective.

Virtual reality viewers are making a big impact this year.
This fun innovation has been featured in magazines and 
exhibitions. Turn your phone into a viewing cinema, without 
having to leave your desk.

PROMOTIONAL VIEWER

STANDARD VIEWER

VIRTUAL REALITY

PREMIUM VIEWER
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PUZZLES & PENS

JIGSAW PUZZLE BOXED JIGSAW PUZZLE

VELVET PENS

DOTTY PENS ANIMAL PRINTS HEART PENS

3D JIGSAW BUILDINGS

1000 PIECES JIGSAW PUZZLE

Turn any image into a jigsaw. 
Keep your audience captive 

with a puzzle.

Multi ways to really promote 
your company. Your own 

printed jigsaw in a branded box 
with your logo.

These funky pens have great touchy feely velvet 
printed patterns.

Choose from paw prints, hearts and even animal 
prints. They will brighten up your work flow.

These impressive 3D sculptures are 
in fact a jigsaw puzzle. Turn your 

building or favourite landmark into 
a work of art.

Your own image or photo transformed 
into a large jigsaw puzzle. 48cm x 64cm.

Jigsaw puzzles never go out of fashion. Now you can 
capture your own image and personalise your own puzzle.
Great as a gift or for reselling too.
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WELLBEING

MINI BOXED CANDLE

DELUXE BOXED CANDLE

TOOTH CARE KITS

BATH SALTS

TINNED CANDLES
Both the candle and the box can 

be personalised with your logo. 

For those special customers, this 
pretty candle is sleek and stylish. 

A compact travel toothbrush kit 
complete with toothpaste. The box 
can be customised with your logo.

Mini bath salt tubes are a unique 
promotional gift. Both the tube and 
the packaging can be personalised 

with your design.

Send a message to your clients with 
these tinned candles for a 

personal touch.

From handy travel sized first aid kits, to personal grooming 
products, we have your beauty and cosmetic promotional 
products covered. 

SUN LOTION SPRAY

Now your brand can protect the 
recipient from harmful rays.

PLASTER CASE
A handy and compact plaster 

case to keep in your bag for just 
when you need one.
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WELLBEING

NAIL POLISH PROMOTIONAL SOAP LEISURE WATCH
A stylish nail polish packaged on a 
card base which provides a great 

branding surface.

Keep your branding fresh with this 
clean looking soap bar. Both the 
packaging and soap can display 

your logo.

A slim and stylish device that tracks 
activity such as steps, distance and 
sleep patterns. It fits comfortably on 

the wrist and syncs with most
 smart devices.

Lifestyle products create a feel good factor. We also have a 
range of both health and leisure products to enhance
your wellbeing.

LIP BALM POTS

Square pocket size lip balm pots 
make a great promotional 

beauty gift.

LIP BALMS

Stylish lip balm sticks that look 
great with your own branding.

LIP TWISTERS

Branded lip balms have a new twist 
to promote your company.
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HIGH TECH

SYNC & CHARGE CABLE

PORTABLE SPEAKER

FINDER AND CHARGER POWER STAND

BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Build your brand into your 
customers’ everyday life with this 

multi-purpose device.  

Fix it to your keychain and find your 
keys even in most surprising spots! 

 This handy device also allows you to 
charge your phone.

A unique power bank. Beautifully 
designed, it has a torch feature 

and can act as a stand for a phone.

A bright and cheerful silicone 
speaker. Simple to use, foldable 

and ready to take anywhere. 

A compact Bluetooth speaker 
producing 5W of high-quality sound. 

Insert a Micro SD card and 
use it as MP3 player.

A complete range of wonderful streamlined gadgets from 
Bluetooth speakers to portable charging units, each of which 
has a large branding area.

MEMORY USB TUBES

USB memory sticks are a popular 
item with anyone wanting to 
store files. These trendy tubes 

can be customised.
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CORK 

LANYARDS

KEY CHAIN

IPAD AND MINI IPAD CASES

A4 PORTFOLIO CASE

NOTEBOOKSPHONE CASES

COIN PURSE

MOUSE PADS

100% recyclable biodegradable material

Made from 100% natural materials, these waterproof cork 
products offer a stylish alternative in accessories. Practical as 
well as good looking, choose from a wide range of products.

CARD CASES

POCKET WALLET
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LEATHER 

LEATHER AND CLEAR WASH BAG LEATHER WASH BAG

CONFERENCE FOLDER PEN CASE
Keep organised with this very neat 
portfolio case. With internal storage 

pockets and a useful ring binder. 

A lovely compact leather pen case 
that folds out to reveal a number of 

pen storage spaces.  

A stylish leather wash bag with 
an attractive round trim and 

contrasting stitching.

Add a touch of luxury with this new range of stylish leather 
products that include travel accessories and office supplies.

KEY FOB

A smart key fob with contrasting 
stitching. Simple and eye 

catching it can be branded 
with your logo. 

This practical wash bag has the 
convenience of a transparent 

casing, combined with a touch  
of luxury leather. 
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BAGS 

WHITE POLY DRAWSTRING BAGS

RECYCLED PAPER TRAVEL BAGTWO TONED POLYESTER BAG

RETRO BOWLING BAG

Full Colour Printed Basic Drawstring 
Bag. Wide-capacity lightweight 

drawstring backpack. Available in 
white with coloured straps.

Personalise your own pochette 
bag made of paper with a zipper 

closure. Comes in various sizes.

This multi-coloured design gives you a trendy look 
and is available in multiple colours. The polyester 
fabric is durable and the heavy vinyl backing ads 
support. Store vocational items, lunch, groceries or 

other items in the zippered main compartment.

PVC sports bag with a classic 70’s 
look with lined inner, roomy main 
compartment and pocket with 

zip, sturdy handles, base inlay and 
studs. Made from quality materials 

and superbly finished. 
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LUGGAGE

PRINTED CASES

Have your own logo or image printed on to your 
luggage. With great marketing and company exposure, it 

simply commands attention.

Make a statement at any exhibition with these mobile 
marketing luggage solutions.

From the minute you start your journey you can be 
assured that your company message is being delivered.

Luggage no longer needs to be just a dull pull along. We have 
a range of bold and eye catching cases that will certainly 
make you stand out in the commuting crowd.

JERRY CAN CASE

EXPO CASE

Make a statement and be totally 
unique with this robust jerry can 

shaped suitcase.
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LUGGAGE RELATED

These luggage look alike 
phone covers  are a really 
creative way to provide a 
smart protective case for 

your phone.

Luggage no longer needs to be just a dull pull along. We have 
a range of bold and eye catching cases that will certainly 
make you stand out in the commuting crowd.

CASE PHONE COVER PRINTED CASE COVERS
This printed suitcase cover 
is a fantastic advertising 

opportunity when on 
overseas travel 
or conferences.

BAG FOR LIFE CASE SUITCASE NOTE BOX
This handy case attaches to your 
bag and keeps your bag for life 

neatly stored.

Bring the thought of travel to the 
desk with this notepad in 

its own suitcase.
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WOODEN MENU ITEMS

STUDDED WOODEN MENU

RUSTIC WOODEN MENU

DARK WOOD MENU

WOODEN SPINE MENU

This dark wood menu gives an 
authentic and traditional look. 

A wooden menu with a folding 
wooden spine. 

The natural grain of the wood 
gives this menu a lovely organic 

feel, with a string spine.

Wooden menus can add a unique authenticity to your 
look. With a handmade feel, they can add a real personal 
touch to your brand image.

WOODEN RESERVATION CARDS 

WOODEN MENU

This wooden menu is made of 
stained and lacquered plywood 
and features an elegant spine.

Wooden slates with your 
message printed.

The craftsmanship is evident in this 
wooden menu, which is bound 

and studded to give an
air of quality.
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AUTOMOTIVE

MINIATURE TAXI 

CAR MOUSE

This die cast miniature taxi adds a 
touch of retro class to a promotional 
gift. Will look great on a desk or shelf.

Perfect for motor enthusiasts, 
this car shaped computer 

mouse will have you speeding 
through your work.

We have a great range of car related gadgets and 
products that will appeal to any motor enthusiast. 

Fun and functional describes the 
car shaped power bank. Simply 
plug into your phone and get it 

revving in no time.

A neat car with a hidden 
USB memory stick.

CAR POWER BANK

CAR MEMORY USB
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ECO FRIENDLY

JUTE STATIONERY POUCH

WOOD MEMO HOLDER

PEN BOX

Everything in this set has 
recycled elements and is 

presented in a jute 
and cotton pouch.

A wooden memo holder that can store 500 sheets of 
paper.  With a printable area for your company logo.

This brilliant pen box has a unique 
design with some great features, 

such as the magnetic face to store 
your paperclips.

Our new range of eco friendly products are both 
smart  in looks as well as kind to the environment. With 
biodegradable materials and new organic elements they 
are sure to be a natural winner.

Made from Bioplastic and rice 
husk, this stylish cup comes with 
a silicone cover and has a hand 

protective wrap.

This Bioplastic mug has a 
cork protective holder and is 
charged with bamboo fibre.

An elegant office set made 
from bamboo and recycled 

paper. Presented in a card box.

BAMBOO OFFICE SET

SILI RICE MUG

BAMBOO MUG
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ECO FRIENDLY BAGS

DENIM SHOPPER

COTTON CANVAS CASE 

This stylish shopper contains 30% recycled 
denim. A great every day bag.

To coincide with our eco friendly product range, we have 
a hip selection of bags, satchels and iPad covers that are 
woven using recycled materials.

Look smart with this on trend messenger 
bag, made from 100% recycled PET felt. Big 

enough to carry your laptop and with an 
adjustable strap.

This satchel is made from100% 
recycled PET and is PVC free.

This recycled cotton canvas
case has contrasting stitching 
and a magnetic closing clasp.

Available in other colours.

Good looking and protective, 
this iPad case is made from 

recycled denim.

DENIM IPAD CASE

PET FELT BAG

RECYCLED PET SATCHEL
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CHOCOLATE LOVERS

CHOCOLATE LOGOS

CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS

CHOCOLATE PRALINES

A creative way to get your
customers taste buds really talking.

Have your logo embossed into
chocolate squares.

Have your logo printed in 
colour onto creamy 
chocolate pralines. 

We have a huge selection of chocolate products that will 
really enhance your company promotions. 
Here are a few new ideas.

This high tech chocolate gift will 
get your customers talking, or 

even better, eating. 

We can turn just about anything 
into chocolate. A great 

marketing idea that will create 
great product awareness.

A single praline chocolate with 
your logo printed on the top.

A simple but effective offering.

INDIVIDUAL CHOCOLATE

CHOCOLATE PHONE
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POST IT PADS AND 
NOTES
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MULTI USE CALCULATOR

NOTE DISPENSER

CALCULATOR POST IT

POST IT BOOKLET

ERASABLE MEMO PAD

Simply slide out the bottom 
of the calculator to reveal a 
storage area with pen and 

post it notes.

This neat gadget has notes 
on a roll. Add your logo for 

continuous brand awareness.

This handy calculator also has 
a range of post it notes and

tabs inside. 

A pocket sized calculator with 
pen and post it note. Perfect 

for popping into your bag.

A funky hand shaped memo 
pad that saves on paper with 

its erasable surface.

A great collection of multi use post it notes and memo 
pads. Promotional ideas with a difference.



COOL IDEAS
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WRITEABLE T-SHIRT

JOLLYPOPS

FOREVER PEN

FLEXI PEN

FOLDING FAN

Have a new motto everyday 
with this funky chalkboard 

effect t-shirt. Make it personal 
and have some fun.

Inject some vibrancy 
into your marketing 
with these fun and 

funky lollipops.
Full of natural 
flavours and 

available in various
cool shapes. 

This forever pen will certainly make 
a mark. With a metal alloy nib that 

writes like a pencil on paper, it doesn’t 
smudge or rub out easily and you 
never need worry about your pen 

running out of ink again.

This lively stand alone pen will 
brighten up any work space. With a 

fun logo head that can be 
fully customised.

A great promotional idea for 
summer. Keep cool with this 
foldaway fan that has great 
surface space to advertise 

your company.

Here is a sample of some of the newest editions to our 
product brochure. Great marketing can be all the more 
successful by choosing the right promotional gift.



BENCH CUSHIONS

EMBROIDERY I-PHONE CASES

FELT RING BINDER COVER

STAMPED STRESS BALLS

FABRIC BUTTON BADGES

Comes in any shape or 
size. personalise with your 

own design or logo.

TPU phone case with PU leather 
laminated. Embroidery custom 
designs made on PU leather.

If your occupation requires you to work outside 
in the elements, this 3-Ring Binder Case will very 

quickly become one of your most 
valuable possessions! 

Promotional Stress Balls are 
available in a choice of 

colours to suit any campaign, 
manufactured from foam to 

help relieve tension and stress - 
all while advertising your brand 

at the same time!

Button Badges are one of the 
most cost effective promotional 
items ever devised and it is still as 

popular as ever,
CROPPED HOODIE

COOL IDEAS

This lightweight hoodie features 
a cropped length fit making it 

ideal for summer and 
winter wear.
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SPORTY DRINK BOTTLE
These colourful drink bottles target different sport activities 
and create an eye catching way to get your company 
noticed. The bottles can be printed with your logo or design. 
A thoughtful idea that can be used to tap into big sporting 
events or local clubs.

GOLF
FOOT BALL

TENNISBASKET
BALL
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DINING

PREMIUM MUG

A premium porcelain mug that 
comes in a range of embossing, 
printing and glazing methods to 

create an outstanding promotional 
product that will really set your 
company apart from the rest. 

T - SPOON

STRAW STRAWS

SPINNING TUMBLER

Very simple and 
extremely stylish, these 

tea spoons have just the 
right amount of a herbal 
tea blend for just when 
you need a natural lift.

An alternative to plastic, 
these natural bio straws can 
be printed individually with a 

logo or message. 
Perfect for your meetings, 
events and conferences.

Watch your tipple swirling 
inside the glass and breath in 
the aroma! Create a great 

talking point at dinner parties 
and events.

The tumblers can be  
printed with your logo.

Hot and stylish, these designs combine elegant aesthetics 
with modern ideas. Create a subtle and lasting impression 
with these innovative gifts.
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INTRODUCING 

3D PUZZLES AND CARDS

www.draytongifts.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)118 40 22 777 www.drayton.co.uk

promote@drayton.co.uk

Turn your building into a 3D 
sculpture with these innovative 

puzzles and cards.

http://gifts.co.uk/
tel:+44 (0)118 40 22 777
http://co.uk/
mailto:promote@drayton.co.uk

